HUMANOID-REPTOID IMAGES FOUND IN THE RUELL VALLIS

Question asked of MARS: When you recently discovered “New Cydonia” in the ESA image of the Ruell Vallis of Mars, did you find any additional evidence of the dichotomy between human and reptile species that you found last year in NASA images PIA10214 and PIA11049?

Andrew D. Basiago, president, Mars Anomaly Research Society (MARS): Yes! One of the huge ground drawings that I recently discovered on the northern bank of the Ruell Vallis features a humanoid face next to which is juxtaposed another face resembling that of a long-necked, Sauropod dinosaur. This evidence further establishes that speciation on Mars has included humans and reptiles, possibly in commensalism.

The Humanoid and Reptoid Faces

In this detail (below), the humanoid face can be seen. The face has eyes, a nose, and a mouth.

The Humanoid Face

The face next to it (below) is very dinosaur-like.

The Reptoid Face

A Martian Mystery

The mystery is why humanoid and reptoid faces like these would have been drawn in this way and what intelligent species might have drawn them. This terra-form could have been designed to demonstrate hominid descent from dinosaurs or to show that these two species were linked symbiotically at some time in the Martian past.